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AMCEL HAIR
STREAMS DOWM
FOR DEIRDRE
b y Scott E l gin Ca lh o u n

It is February

we have been married six months
and all our appliances still work perfectly.
We have 100 watt light bulbs burning
all over the house, plastic over all the windows
a small fire.
There is a gap where the cold wind
blows under the door.
It is true that our house is not well insulated.
But today is Valentine's Day, and you are in the
kitchen .flattening pasta, cranking it out of a chrome
machine, cracking eggs one-handed
like an artist.
Angel hair streams down
and you steam spinach.
I wash arugula in a colander.
"Don't move," you say, and kiss me
with floured lips.

ZAMBIA
by Paul Ra w lins

When Mason was a boy, he says,
A boy and an old black man
Could walk savannah pastures
With the wildebeest and zebra
Days and days on end.
They walked without a pace,
Ate to fill their bellies,
Slept when they grew tired,
Nights in long-stemmed yellow grass,
Or under baobab shade in afternoons;
Closed their eyes
Without the need to dream
In Zambia.
God was in the bush
The sky was never ending
The land was never ending
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They listened to the lion speak,
Squatting at the fire
With darkness at their backs,
Traveled with the herd and learned
The ways of zebra play,
And a kudu
Silhouetted in the dusk
Or a mamba in the grass
In Zambia.
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MISSOURI
b y St eph e ni e S wi ndl e Clark

The neighbors-two boys, dark-haired-are hitting the snow with
a stick. Mother in a coat that rises and falls with the noon wind
is no one that they see. Her coat has a red leather collar and cuffs.
Her head is naked. Her gloves are tight. Her high heels match
the coat collar and cuffs - red. She goes to the car and I let my
eyes, my body go with her, wobbling as one must to move
through the frozen footprints from days before. It is a little before
Christmas.
Mother and her boyfriend Ted ("My boyfriend for now," I have
heard her say on the phone) line up alongside the Buick and
cheese it. "Okay," I say. I say, "Ready? Ready?" They are ready.
I punch the button on the Polaroid and hold them there in my
eye through the viewfinder. They weren't ready. But it's done,
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and it's good enough, I think. It's done and we are going to
Missouri. Mother, Ted, and me.
Mother told me, "Nathan, say, 'I appreciate the sympathy and
kindness you have shown Mother, myself, and Ted on this sad,
sad occasion.' " Ted said, "Passed on and we're sorry for it."
My brother's the one. The Tuesday before Missouri, my older
brother-James, seventeen-died straight out. I am fifteen. I play
football. We did the funeral and it was like eating marzipan for
the first time. I had said, out loud, "This is good." And my friend
said, "Yeah it is, it's candy. Eat more." I ate more. My mother
said, "Stand here." I stood at the casket. I stood there - all night,
with Mother - and people I did not know pressed me against
them and traced my head with cupped palms.
Given twenty-four hours, Mother, Ted, and I sat down and ate
soup. We ate heartily. Ted issued me knowledge on the status of
his built-in-the-U.S.A.-mother-loving Buick. He talked engine.
And it was the best engine. It had shown an inestimable amount
of dignity and self-respect by starting each morning-every
morning-for the whole damn winter. "A sign from God," I told
him and Mother stretched her arms across the soup. She touched
our shoulders and rested.
"It's been too long since Jefferson," she said.
Ted rocked his chair, set it down on all four legs. 'Jefferson?"
he said.
She said, ''I've been away too long. I am missed and Jefferson
City wants me."
"Missouri?" said Ted .
"Ted," she said and put her hands, palms up to the ceiling and
sky, "yes."
I got up in a hurry and cleared the table. I wiped up crumbs
and cleaned the placemats. I put a tablecloth on and replaced
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the Santa centerpiece. Ted and Mother sat at the table still. I
did the dishes and set them out in rows to dry. I wiped the stove
off and shined the metal parts. I swept up the floor and that was
it. I walked into the T.V. room. Mother and Ted picked up the
Santa centerpiece and pretended it was walking-rocking rhe lengrh
of the table. "Look at Santa," they said.
To go, to find Missouri, Ted drives us. He puts his arms straight
out like baby wings and drives with his chest. ''.Jefferson City,
Missouri. Jefferson City, Missouri," he says and ruffles his fingertips.
Mother turns her chin at him. He drives with his chest and lays
far enough in to make the horn honk. He honks it like a tune,
a rhythm in his own head, and we wonder what it sounds like
and where it comes from. Mother turns the radio on. Ted changes
the station to bebop and honks in time. He turns the radio even
louder and I am excited. Mother turns herself around and stares
out her window with her chin in her hand. Ted sits up and puts
his hands on the wheel. Mother rounds her back over and pulls
her head down. Her forehead taps the window with every small
stone, every ripple of the road. Ted looks at her and lingers. He
stretches his hand to her. He says to me, "You miss your brother,
Nathan?"
I lean back into my seat and Mother turns from her window.
"My God, Ted."
"What?" he says. "It wasn't to hurt."
"Why not?" she says.
"No problem;• I say.

We stop for lunch at a grocery store and I choose juice and
sliced ham. We walk slow, aisle by aisle, and feel rested. We
talk about Hawaii and James, ice cream and good books, luck.
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We walk through the aisles and touch cans, touch each other.
Ted says, "We feel better to be out of the car." Mother says,
"Guarandamntee it Sir." ''Amen," I say.
Wt drive and find the Jefferson City capitol building. We're
here all right. The building is huge and it's ugly. There are yellow
Christmas lights wrapped all down the pillars and a Santa and
sleigh and reindeers on the roof. It looks like all the rest. Ted
and Mother rustle in the front seat. Ted finds Mother's hand and
they giggle. They are out of the car and up at the hood to find
each other's hands again. They run for the stairs of the Jefferson
City capitol building and take them in fat leaps - three, four stairs
at a time. They keep laughing and laughing.
At the top they kiss. They hug and kiss, and they are tight
hugs and tight, lippy, movie kisses. I get out and walk around
the car. I walk around the car four times. Mother and Ted look
down at me and I put my hands in my pockets. I press my lips
together. I tip my eyebrows. They come right down from there.
Ted comes off the last capitol step and rubs his hands in circles
on his stomach. He opens his mouth in an 'ahhh.' "It is time to
eat," he says. "Wouldn't you think?" he says.
At the restaurant called Dino's, Mother says, "Here I am with
my boys." She touches each of us like soft-furred mice. We are
seated near the kitchen and decide the chicken-whatever smeJls
best. They bring it to us hop-to and my mother says, "Easy boys .
Easy." She orders dessert while the waiter is still standing there
and then pulls a locket from under her jacket, a blouse, and a
blue silk scarf. She points and opens it. "Patrice - my grandmother;' she says. "She was mean. At nineteen she had white hair.
Her hair was short as long as it was white. She had white
hair always." Mother shrugs her shoulders. "She was my grandmother."
I set my fork in my dessert. "Who will have some?" I say.
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"Was she courageous?" says Ted.
"Patrice was a tall woman," Mother says. "She lived alone.
I was told I would not have her height and I believed it. Yet, I
would get her legs. Maybe her bust. I have her good hair."
"Indeedy," says Ted.
We leave, each with a mint. We are fat, edgy and warm. Ted
looks all around- to me, the sky, Mother. He gets right into her
face and says, "What's next? What is it?"
My mother takes her hands from her pockets and sets one, sets
each on Ted's face and kisses him with her eyes closed and satisfied. Ted holds still and has his eyes open to her when she's done.
So she kisses me. I think she thinks I'm three and it's funny. She
puts her hands back in her pockets and clicks her heels. "Let's
go home," she says and walks on ahead.
We leave Jefferson City. We leave Missouri. That night.

To be home is snow in chunks and balls everywhere you have
to step. I get out of the car and my legs and head are the target
for the neighbor boys. I walk slowly, evenly, and every snowball
misses me. They scream, "Come out and catch us. Come out and
fight, Nathan Callister." They are seven and eight. They have a
dog that fetches rocks.
Mother stands looking ar the mail, turning her head to the
left and to the right to see what to open first. She has it fanned
across the hallway. Ted is stepping over it and bringing everything
in from the car. Mums from the funeral are arranged on each
of the kitchen counters. A neighbor kept them watered and
plucked, but I think I know why it is they are flowers for a funeral.
We unpack standing in the laundry room. Most everything is
dirty. ''I'll put these cases away;' Mother says. ''I'll go for groceries;•
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Ted says . I go into the kitchen looking for something salty. I sit
on the couch and watch T.V. and lick my fingers. My mother
comes and sits beside me. She wears green pants, a green shirt .
She has a neck like Cleopatra. We sit deep in the couch together
and tell potato jokes.
Ted honks when he reaches our cul-de-sac. He circles it and
honks three more times. Mother is happy, she says to him, "Ted,
you look good." And he says, "There's my baby." We walk
quickly to meet him, to touch the car. Ted holds my mother's
hands. He says, "Let's make a fire in the fireplace and roast
. "
weemes.
Ted carries the groceries inside and pulls out three extendable
roasting forks. "Hah, hah," he says and jabs a weenie on every
fork. Mother holds hers up like a microphone and sings something
about bees and honey. Ted sings back because he knows this one.
They dance with their shoulders, their heads. But not for long.
It is just that one part of the song they can remember. I have
seen them dance around the couch in the T.V. room. They
swung their hips and stamped their feet . They dance best to
Sara Vaughan__!'Qoh What-Cha Doin' To Me''.._and though my
mother's hair is short all over, she brushes it back and laughs and
screams. She is pleased with her. steps and turns. She is pleased
with her laughter. I have stood up and moved with her and it
is the best kind of living I know.
Outside it's dark and the neighbor boys have made a snowman
by floodlight. They run, elbows locked, and ram their heads into
its body. They land on their backs, elbows still locked, coughing
and screaming-or laughing. You can't tell. We go through the
full package of weenies, eating some raw and some without buns.
Christmas Eve is tomorrow. Everyone kisses everyone and we go
right to bed.
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In the morning Mother comes to my room and runs her hand
through my hair. "Ted's gone all day," she says. "If we start right
now we can have this ready for a present." She has fabric, blue
on one shoulder, green on the other that runs the length of her
back and legs and then spreads onto the floor. "We'll make a
quilt," she says. "I have appliques of football helmets and rifles."
I put slippers on and help her set up the frame. We secure the
fabric and batting and sit down to it. Mother runs her hands outward in fans across the fabric. She tells me, "Your father played
football. You look nothing like him."
"Do I look like you," I say.
"Look," she says. "What do you see?"
"But when you were younger," I say.
"No," she says. "Not at all."
"Nothing?" I say.
"Well, your hair," and she reaches to me. "You do have good
hair. Like Patrice. Like me."
Then for that-for that thing-I was rolling myself in neat,
tight circles. I was curling in her lap.
I say to her, "Did you have a boyfriend then?"
"A lot," she says. "I was sweet."
My Mother stitches more stitches. She places my hands, my
fingers as they should be. She watches me work and smiles catlike.
And then she lifts her head and tells me-she says, 'James looked
just like your father. And James knew more about women than
I ever thought right. You're not like him at all."
It is Christmas. I can wearJames's clothes I discovered last night.
I find his blue robe and walk to the bathroom. The sun shines
blazing across the toilet and floor. It's nearly afternoon. I brush
my hair with my fingers and start down the stairs. Ted is standing by the tree with gold and red foil in waves around his feet .
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He's telling my mother he's leaving. "I'm leaving," he says. "You
knew. It's just a little thing for us."
Mother pinches her nails into his calf and I sit on the bottom
step.
Ted sits down. He shakes my mother's thumb. He smiles a
little smile.
She pulls her thumb away and she takes it back.
She says, "Give me my thumb . You telling me. You tell me
like you know, and you don't. You know too much about any
of it." She looks up for God, I know, and finds me on the steps,
listening and seeing all of this.
I close my robe around my shins. She's looking at me hard.
She would pinch my calf if I was there. I look to Ted and I won't
look back. She comes over and comes down to me. "Look at me,"
she says. I cover my eyes. She pinches my calf. I squeeze my hands
to my face. I hear her get up and I hear her go to the kitchen
and tip each potted mum from the top of her head to the tile
below. Like water flowing. Ted yells at the kitchen, "You get what
you want, Mama."
I go back upstairs and my robe splits open top to bottom. I
am bare-footed, bare-legged, bare-chested. I walk down the hall
undoing the sash. I fold the robe into a square and set it on my
bed. I go downstairs in boxers, chilly. I walk past Ted. I walk into
the kitchen and she's standing in the dirt and petals. I say,
"Should I get the garbage?"
She puts her hand on my face. "Should I get the garbage?"
she says. "Should you? Should you? Move." She flips her shoulders
and pushes by. She walks out the front door and leaves it open.
She goes down to the street sliding and tipping. And she goes
with the face I know best-her neck, her eyes, her cheeks and
lips-it's beauty. My mother is beautiful. She's my mother.
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I bend over the flowers with a dustpan and brush. Ted comes
in and sets a hand on the counter. He sighs like a dog. I keep
bent over my work. My spine is sharp along my back. I work and
my muscles fl.utter and grip. Ted comes over to help, but with
a few more sweeps I am finished . I stand beside him and he looks
at me-my bare chest, my hands and legs. I will miss him. I hand
him the brush and the dustpan. "All done," I say. Ted nods his
head. He says, "Get dressed. We'll go for a drive. We'll go by the
lake. I'll get you a hamburger. We'll take James's things to a
shelter, a food bank."
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BETWEEN HERE
.A.MD VERDl,MEV.A.D.A.
b y Jill H e mmin g

We would have stolen
the motel ashtray
and crossed the border,
but the car broke down,
slid into a ditch
and imbedded itself
in dirt and glass,
and stumbling we followed
the edge of highway
to the next dried-out town,
sprung like a weed
scattering worn-out beds
at ten bucks a night.
Inside, the vanity
lit like a circus
row of orange bulbs;
we stood ourselves
in the glass
and sucked in our cheeks
to hollows
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and desecrated
the white covered cups
with a toast to
the sanitary three bars of soap,
to the shampoo, lotion,
and empty ashtray,
all lined up
like a bathroom nativity,
and dizzy, we waltzed
to the vi brator bed
where I lay and dreamed
of sedans floating down
on big, bubble tires
with window washer fluid
arching like rainbows
into my hands, my parched hands.
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FALLIMC INTO THE SEA
IN BITS AND PIECES:
SAM DIECO, 1989
FOR MILLIE
b y Sco t/ E l gi n Ca lh o u n

On the board walk in Mission Beach
a drug deal goes down
between the palms
of two surfers
while I sit on the balcony with my Grandma
the wooden roller coaster at Belmont Park is falling
into the sea in bits and pieces
Grandma is eating bagels and strawberries
and dying. When I was twelve she would
swim out into the surf with me if I held her
hand. She would go out not fearing
the jellyfish or seaweed
sharks or riptides.
She would run into the ocean now
if I would let her, but we are making
our own deal. If she will hold still
I will tape the packet of nitro glycerin
to her arm
that will take the small dynamite
through her skin to her heart
it is enough to make her desire the waves
it is enough to keep her from them.
21
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I have a picture of her taken in 1923
wearing the maroon jersey
of the first Arizona State
women's basketball team
with the wet hair and green eyes
of a swimmer, denying that her name
is Mildred
that same year the Crystal Pier
dance hall crashed into the sea
full of girls and sailors.
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RHYTHMS
by Marni Asplund Campb e ll

My father's heart is strong and scarred, bound in spots by
thread, a delicate patchwork of veiny fabrics . I imagine, when
I talk to him on the telephone, his physical presence. I can hear
his breathing in the brief pauses before he answers a questiona necessary affectation, no doubt, after years of playing the
law professor, gently withholding wisdom like a tweed-coated
Socrates. He always signals the end of the conversation with a
heartier tone, "Well, we love you Marni," and it is at this
moment when I think I can hear his heartbeat-slow, deliberate,
like his golf game, or the way he plays "Laura" on the piano.
It was my lullaby, as he nursed me through cold Edmonton
nights, his first pink daughter, a rhythm of protection, quiet
reassurance.
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While he was a bishop for ten years, his heart must have
absorbed the shocks of a hundred lives' worth of infidelity,
drunken, angry hatred and poisonous despair- absorbed them
well on the outside, never showing the pain that threatened to
burst its walls, like Milton's cannon, with the combined combustion of saltpeter and sorrow. A father for twice as long, it must
have torn and bled with each scrape and sin. He taught me once
how to skip, step-hop, step-hop, in front of our house. An
uncommon moment for a man, tall legs moving to a child's double
rhythms. But I tripped when I tried, and fell on my nose, making
it bleed. He carried me to the bathroom, and cried, just a few
small tears that got lost in my hair. I was secretly thrilled with
the glamor of the injury and impressed by his emotion.
His father's heart was no less strong, but grew fat on Alberta
beef and fried bread. It sent him signals, tiny bursts of hot
semaphore- stop, slow down - but they were silenced by ignorance
and a glass of bicarbonate of soda. A heart as wide as the prairies,
but still one day in the church cloakroom by the chapel, it
stopped. Just stopped. In a glorious seizure it ceased and settled,
my grandfather falling on the floor by the dripping winter boots.
Dad, still in college, bore the loss. But his heart also bore the
hereditary weaknesses- the too-tender empathy that made it
shudder at pain and ugliness, the fierce integrity that made it
tremble at avarice, that luscious longing for meat and gravy. At
the end of his meal, Dad would go to the cupboard for a piece
of soft white bread, and slowly sop up the last of his gravy, winking at his pleasure. And that germ of weakness that pulsed
through his veins spoke to him one day. Stop. Slow down. He
called the ambulance himself and waited for it in front of his
office.
I told my little sister when she came home from kindergarten,
"Emily, Dad had a heart attack today." I don't remember how I
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knew. Was there a note on the fridge, by the picture of Mark in
Brazil? Did Mom call? Emily sat on my lap and cried silently,
like a woman.
Dad spent a month in the hospital, waiting for the slow revelations that could chart the waste of flesh, the hardenings and
softenings of chambers and tissues. The worst test, said Dad, was
the angiogram. You were conscious so that you could cough and
make the muscle jump for a more lively picture, and it was more
painful than the attack, like having fire shot into your veins. And
there, in the basement of the Hotel Dieu hospital, lit up like a
crazy neon roadmap, was the impasse, the heart-plug, the 45 years'
worth of saturated fats and silent anxiety. It was a quadruple
block, and needed to be removed.
The night before his surgery, we all went to the hospital and
sat in a room at the end of the cardiac wing. Beautifulsurrounded by windows, on the eleventh floor, where we could
see miles of Lake Ontario, dull grey and silver. It must have been
January, because it wasn't quite frozen . From that height, the
waves looked like a relief map, the continent of Europe in
motion. We sang some hymns-we'd never really done much with
Family Home Evening, but this seemed an appropriate time to
approximate the form - and each one of us said something about
Dad. But the miracle came when he, like Abraham, silenced us
with his presence, and told us simple stories about his love and
gratitude for his children, his wife. We have no promise of a
painless life, he said, or even the presence of beauty to temper
the suffering. All we know is that it is good to love. Then we
prayed, kneeling by the windows, and left. I slept with my
mother that night. She couldn't stand to be alone with the extra
pillows and the telephone.
I also stayed with her during the surgery, when I wasn't in
school-10 hours that I remember in small bursts. Friends brought
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sandwiches, jello, ice cream. Mom ate nothing. Another family
was waiting for their father in surgery, and at midnight a nurse
came to tell them that he had died . And I learned then that
death was nothing, really nothing, and that was the awful, leering injustice of it. Just a word and an absence -he is no more.
Mom and I cried like it was for us, and we were alone.
Another friend came - she took me to the cafeteria; Mom was
immovable as a sphinx, convinced that her vigilance would speed
the miracle. When we came back the nurse had been there. The
doctor had asked if we wanted a priest- the operation done, Dad's
heart, romantic little organ, insulted by the thoughtless vivisection
of the scalpel, refused to beat again. I found a quarter, called
my father's bishopric counselors. As moments crystallize into permanence, they acquire unnatural dimensions. This one seems to
me now gigantic, the time drawing out like Einstein's light-speed
clock, aging more agonizingly than the bean I planted in Primary.
They came and washed and anointed their hands, then his head,
surrounded by green nurses and the surgeons, with the ghastly
chest exposed, ribcage casually set aside like kindling. His heart
began to beat. I asked him later if he'd had a near-death
experience, and he said, "No Marni, just a damned painful one."
I suppose a girl always harbours a peculiar love for her father,
a subtle fascination with his tallness and inherent opposition to
her substance, but this is not really going to be about Dad. For
I learned, during the hours in the waiting room, when we sat
holding hands just for warmth and the reassurance of vitality,
during the weeks after, when she lost twenty pounds, and let me
drive the car, even though I was still fifteen, when she finally ate
with me, a whole strawberry pie with cream between the two of us,
that my mother was a woman, enigmatic. Not a monolith of power,
dictating piano practice and clean the bathrooms, but a wife and
lover, who knew much more intimately than I the rhythm of my
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father's life, the rhythm of my own creation. Her frantic energy
was an expedient counterpoint to his soft sureness, the two bound
endlessly together by mysterious ties of blood and bone. And last
week, as I lay on a paper-covered table in the Health Center, I
heard a new rhythm, an insistent swish-swish twice the speed of
my own, transferred through jelly smeared on my stomach and
a tiny microphone. It filled the room with a mystical presence,
stronger, it seemed, than my own life, more lovely than my
husband's eyes as he smiled.
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UNCLE AL
b y E ric Wh i t es id e

Uncle Al's blue healer had a litter of puppies,
and only one survived.
That's the way it was with dogs.
People woke up and found them bleeding from the mouth
full of shot for chasing chickens,
stiff on the doorstep.
One pup was carried away by an owl,
and Al ran outside with a shotgun,
his boots unlaced, but all he could do was sit
and hold his head and the mother's chain
until the noise settled in a ditch.
He gave the remaining pup to my father.
He had a picture and said
guess who that boy is there.
That's your dad .
I see this picture,
but Al keeps it to himself.
It's his camera,
and he is the only one allowed to use it,
the only one who isn't flattened
upside down against the window,
against the image already fixed there,
looking up at him as a young man
with a tweed cap,
squinting, holding everyone at arms length.
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The healer pup didn't last long.
It disappeared for a few days and was pulled by the tail
from a hole it had crawled into.
It was named Blacky or Buddy.
The only survivor of a small litter
born under the porch in the snow.
The forest service tore Al's cabin down
when the cobalt mines closed,
and he moved into a trailer.
Before Al's stroke, I asked my father
why everyone called him Uncle.
So the whole family came to ask Al what relation he was.
He held out his hand from the dark trailer
when he saw us coming,
and I could see something there.
The picture will be monochrome, wait and see,
I'll open my eyes, and it will be blurry and monochrome,
more blurry and monochrome
than I could have ever hoped for.
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DESCEMDIMC A
TEN-PERCENT CRADE
OMA.BICYCLE
AT MIDMICHT:
SUNDANCE, UTAH
by S c o t t E I g i 11 C a I h o u 11

it is better than any lipstick
you have ever taken off the hot
mouth of a woman, even better
than the best wooden roller coasters
in the moonlight without a helmet
I follow the yellow line
my only guide
the wind
slicking my hair back
like a mannequin
dropped from a biplane
the engines of lovers
whir inside parked and heated cars
at the edge of the canyon road
a generator hums on a motorhome somewhere
in the peaks Robert Redford sleeps
above him a glacier
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but I am delicately potent
and alone like a WWI pilot
who has run out of gas
and is gliding silently down
into a field of poppies near Bapaume
without a match to light
a cigarette or pen to write
a letter
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WOODSHEDDIMC
b y P a ul R aw l i n s

I first learned about woodshedding in Vancouver.
I tell people sometimes that I did studio work while I was in
B.C. What I did was rough framing: tacking together two-by-four
skeletons, screwing heavy sheets of gypsum board to naked frames
and standing them as walls. But I did this in a studio.
The studio was in Raphael's backyard. He was converting an
old garage. The outside was weathered brown paint and splinters.
The inside was grey-white walls dotted with the black heads of
drywall screws .
"We're calling it the Woodshed," Raphael told me.
"I like it;' I said.
"Do you know what it means to woodshed? "
I shook my head.
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"When you lock yourself away with a difficult piece and work
it through note by note, that's called woodshedding."
"So you'll woodshed in the Woodshed."
Raphael seemed pleased that I'd understood.
After I learned the word, "woodshed" popped up all over. It
was like when I learned "crest" in the fourth grade, and then later
the same day I came across the word in my library book. I don't
know if I'm looking for a word because I've just learned it or if
fate is running strong, and I've learned some new word to deal
with life to come.
I woodshedded learning a tune by Paul Gilbert when he and
Billy Sheehan were in Mr. Big. I worked for three days on eighteen
measures of Gilbert's solo, living on cheese sandwiches. I didn't
collect my mail, and when I quit, the garbage stunk, and the
neighbor kids were wading in the swamp the sprinklers made in
the backyard.
"It's a four track studio, good for rehearsal, good for demos,"
Raphael told me. "Big albums you need a twenty-four track studio.
Only so much you'll be able to do in the Woodshed."
Raphael was my brother's friend growing up. They played
together in garage bands in the 70s, with my brother on drums
and Raphael playing guitar. They made up new bands every school
year and gave them names like "Mother Lode" and "Crankshaft"
and "The Peter Crenshaw Group;' and they cut school a lot to
practice. I know they hitchhiked from Bend to Boise or Portland,
sometimes even Seattle for concerts. And then my dad would
ground my brother, but he always made it out to play on weekends. I can't remember a Friday or Saturday night he and Raphael
didn't while I was growing up.
Once I asked Raphael if he had any old guitars. I told him my
mom and dad wouldn't buy me one. I was seven then, and he
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was sixteen. Raphael didn't have any extra guitars, but he taught
me my first chords on his Strat. I have a picture with Raphael's
guitar. I have a tough look on my face and a guitar slung down
around my knees. Raphael showed me more chords until he and
my brother left home the next year. "To take it on the road,"
Raphael told me.
My brother was back off the road in three months after he broke
his leg badly in an accident he never would explain. He read me
letters from Raphael. Raphael was floating, sitting in with groups,
looking for a band and a steady gig.
"He'll make it," my brother said. "He's good, he's so good."
Raphael hooked up with a Seattle band that started making
a name on the local scene about the time my brother had decided
to try college. My brother quit after his first semester and went
to Seattle to take over for a drummer who'd missed three gigs
because of booze.
"Three strikes;' he told me, 'Tm up."
I was eleven when that band broke up with only a demo. When
I was thirteen, both my brother and Raphael got married, and
that ended the next band. My parents let me bus up to hear their
last performance. Raphael wasn't holding back those last nights;
he was doing all the flashy stuff. He played a nine minute solo
the night I was there that came straight from heaven and the
angels.
Raphael did a classical number at my brother's wedding, but
after that, I didn't hear him play live again until almost ten years
later-when I was in Vancouver helping him with the studio.
He was in other bands, and he tried running a club. He was
reproducing tapes when he decided to get "out of the business
and back into rock and roll."
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"So I'm getting out of the business and back into rock and roll."
That's what he said the night I pitched up.
I was over halfway to his house when I had called from Tacoma.
"I need a place to hang," I told him.
"Bring your hammer," he said.
We sat up in the kitchen when I got there. Anne, Raphael's
wife, asked about the family, teased me about losing my hair.
She loaded me down with sheets and blankets after we finished
talking.
"Stay as long as you want," she said. "Raphael can use the cheap
labor." Raphael gave me a place on the couch downstairs and told
me we'd start in on the studio in the morning whenever I got up.
I heard him play that weekend at the Lamplighter in Gastown.
Raphael was coming up fast in Vancouver. He packed the clubs
he played, and crowds shouted for blues and old rock tunes to
hear him. The older set let him take them back, and the young
ones were caught up in revival.
You had to see Raphael play. He would stand with his feet close
together when he soloed, and you waited to see him lock his knees
and faint. He didn't close his eyes . He looked down at the stage
in front of him, looking to see if the music was hidden there on
the floor or trying to remember, to hear something faint, way
back in his head. He wrung music from his body and from his
instrument- never coaxed, never faltered.
The band did an old tune for me that night. "Taking Care of
Business," from the garage days. Raphael called me to the stage
to sing backup, and we had a good time.
I learned about studios when I wasn't listening to Raphael play.
A studio is a floating room, a room built within a room with no
inner wall touching an outer wall. The drywall can be five, even
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six sheets thick, to cut out any noise from outside. A control room
floats in the studio. A studio control room must have no parallel
surfaces, for technical reasons , waves and such things. One wall
is corrugated like sideways Z's, sections of the ceiling tip and rise,
the windows slant. Like a room in the fun house. You want no
leakage from the outer studio into the control room, so you
double all the walls and doors and windows and plug all the gaps
with acoustic sealant.
The control room is twice removed from the world, adrift in
a sea of quiet, a center with nothing surrounding it, nothing
beyond the lights out in the studio.
I sat up in the studio some nights trying to figure how big a
screwup I was. Thinking how I was supposed to be marrying
a girl named Sadie who'd run off with a friend of hers to L.A.,
and how I wouldn't go get her. Thinking how I didn't want the
family janitorial business that had kept me and my brothers in
jeans growing up. Thinking I didn't like the guilt I felt for not
taking charge, for letting life happen to me. I waited as long
as I could stand for some tragedy or revelation to save me, then
I left school without stopping by the administration building to
withdraw and drove home. Then I left home and headed for
Vancouver.
I liked just working on the studio. I could measure studs, plumb
walls, slit drywall with a utility knife with no one wanting more
of me. I liked building and then sitting with Raphael against
a wall at ten or eleven o'clock at night to look at a day's work
and talk about the next day's. Anne would wander out after the
kids were in bed, and we would talk about gigs and old times,
and then I had my couch and a cool night for sleeping with not
even tomorrow to worry about.
It went on that way for a couple of weeks. Me and Raphael,
and the boys in the band over in the afternoons.
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I was out picking up chips and sodas when the power saw took
Raphael's fingers. I came back, and the door to the studio was
open. Byron, Raphael's bass player, was outside with his head in
his hands. I saw the blood when I went in. I had to sit awhile
before I could drive. Byron was white. He had seen it and been
sick.
Byron and I had to pick up the kids from school. We told
them their daddy was sick but that he would be all right. We
fed them sticky macaroni from a box and let them watch TV until
it was time for bed. Byron went home at eleven with no news
from the hospital. I kept the kitchen light on and fell asleep at
the table sometime in the middle of the morning.
One finger had been cut off. The doctors sewed it back on and
stitched up two others Raphael had cut badly. He was on painkillers when Anne brought him home, and he said crazy things
for three days. Anne told me when he first came to he said he
wanted to die. I stayed away.
He called for Anne one day while she was out and I was in
the kitchen eating bread for lunch. I stood in his doorway. His
left hand was bundled up in a mitten of tape and gauze.
"Is Annie home?" he said.
"She's gone for groceries;' I said. "She'll be back just now."
I refilled his pitcher with water and asked him if he wanted
anything else.
"Bring up my guitar," he said.
He looked at the window. I went downstairs to get his guitar.
He had a '64 Strat right then. Sixty-four was a good year for
Fender Stratocasters, like it was the last good year for Winchesters.
This one felt soft to the touch, sweet and responsive, unforgiving.
I brought it up in the case and laid it on the foot of his bed.
"Take it out," Raphael said.
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I laid the guitar on the bed and left.
Anne didn't hold it against me, taking the guitar to him.
"You know;• she said, "a couple of years ago, I woke up one
night, and Raphael's hand was doing scales on my arm."
"What's he doing?" I asked.
"Sitting up in bed. He's got the guitar on his lap, and he's
looking out the window."
"He can see the studio."
"He watches while you're inside working. He says he wants to
get back to it."
"He's not on pills anymore?"
"No more pills," she said. She asked if I could stay around
awhile.
Raphael spent his days in the studio when he got up and around
again. He did some mixing in the control room while I worked.
I would call him out, and we would conference on how to turn
the next corner or what materials to buy the next trip to the
lumber yard.
He was moody those days. He brought his guitar out from the
house, and it sat in its case in a corner of the control room. He
saw the doctors often. He would come home after and close
himself up in the studio until late. I would talk to Anne at
dinner, and she would tell me that the doctors talked about
damage-nerves, muscles, bone.
I asked her what Raphael was saying, and she said they weren't
talking about it yet.
I was framing in the second set of control room doors when
the bandages came off and Raphael started spending his days in
the control room with the guitar. He was teaching the little finger
how to move again, teaching all the fingers, teaching the hand.
The strength was gone, and the speed was gone. He couldn't keep
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it up very long. Anne worried, but the doctors said it might be
good therapy. They said it was hard to know just what he would
get back.
The little finger wasn't moving well and Raphael didn't have
much feeling in one of the others when I left. He hadn't played
for a week, but I'd shrugged it off because we'd been busy
painting. I was shoving my loafers in a canvas flight bag when
he told me to take the Strat. He said he would come see me at
the Lamplighter. He said he could still whistle. I told him no.
I said I didn't want it.
''I'll pick it up after your gig;' he said.
Raphael is engineering and producing now. We finished the
studio before I left for home, He's very good . He could take in
more money, but he's soft on new bands. He gives them breaks.
He keeps a gun in a drawer below the soundboard. I think
about it, and think that most days he reaches for both. He pulls
down two levers on the board for a fade-out . He thinks about
his own. There's an imaginary "X" in the middle of a control room
floor. That's where the sound is perfect. That's where Raphael sits,
passing out tips to young guitarists on the other side of the glass.
That's where he assembles sounds now, piece by piece. He can
favor his left hand.
I want to take the '64 Strat and play the gig at the Lamplighter.
But I can't go until I am perfect, until I am how I heard Raphael.
School's still out, and I'm buffing floors nights. Sadie is alone,
still unsure when we talk sometimes by phone. She says L.A.
isn't Bend, but she's getting used to it. And Anne has to think
of something to say every night when Raphael comes in from
woodshedding. We are all still new at it.
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AT CEOLOCY LAB IM
IDAHO (WITH MY
LAB PARTNER
KERRY)
by Jill H e mmin g

We hover over numbered rocks,
seeking cleavage
to match diagrams
in the textbook.

"These are the bosom
of the earth"
our professor cries,
like a faroff bird.

We strain for textures,
hold them to our eyes;
I line them up again and again
like convicts
with digits on their chests.

But Kerry handles them
like Easter sugar eggs.
She understands the equilibrium
of a rock,
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how it sits flat,
down deep and still.
In dance class
she lies within a circle,
feels the floor breathe
and the ceiling move down to her
like a lover.
(She keeps waiting to flatten) .
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FOR JOE URZZ.A
by Co d y W inc h es t er

Last spring the kid up the road
died in his closet.
We rode the same yellow bus .
Once I told him to turn down
his cheap black boombox.
Balanced on his shoulder, he
played it heavy and loud.
Even before the rope met
his fine Basque neck,
I could have told you his story.
I never saw it myself, but
we went to the same high school, where
muscles rippled under lettermen's jackets
and his thin legs walked alone.
I also saw the hard looks of his
father as he walked along
dusty ditch banks. And I
heard all the stories my dad
picked up at the Co-op.
His mother left early and
so did a string of other women.
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I wasn't there when he died.
A one-time cheerleader working at
the gas station told me much later.
It's so awful, she said, that someone could
kill himself.
And I might have agreed with her, if
she hadn't been so eager to tell me.
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PROTECTION
b y Ny l e Smith

"Please don't protect me," crosses my mind as I watch my
father-in-law brush the leaves from the tiny grave. He and I have
never been particularly close, although we have reached that comfortable equilibrium where we recognize that even though his
daughter is my wife, she's still his daughter, and even though
she's his daughter, she's my wife.
"Please don't protect me:• That thought again, knocking around
clumsily. I ignore it and notice that although there have been
many tears at this small graveside in the past, there are no tears
today, just acceptance of a long past tragic fact . For just a
moment, I lose track of my father-in-law's hands among the fall
leaves. It's difficult to distinguish between the veins and calluses
of his hands from sixty-nine years of life and the comparatively
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youthful aging of the leaves from one brief summer. The leaves
and his hands blur together just long enough for me to imagine
that my father-in-law looks as if he might be a tree. If I sawed
him in half, perhaps I could count the rings of his life, left there
year by year as life pressured him to grow. The ring from 1952
would be an extremely wide one, a mass of growth forced on him
by a year of storm, and the death of a babe.
I have babes of my own now-two girls, one aged three and a
half years (mustn't deny her that half year, it's very important to
her), and one aged seven months. The rings of their trees are very
tender. Tender, too, are my feelings for them. I want to wrap them
in the arms of my love, protecting them from any harm the world
might bring against them. I want to preserve their innocence, but
most of all, I want to ensure at least one tiny element of their
tenderness survives the cauldron of youth. Yet I realize I can't protect them from their personal hardships any more than my parents
could protect me from mine, and there are some things no one
can protect them from . The thought of them being taken from
me, ripped from my arms by the dispassionate power of death,
destroys me. I am sure if that happened, if I actually had to lay
one of my children in the grave, my heart also would be in danger
of burial. Life itself would become impossible for me, I would
simply refuse to exist. Yet, I see around me the proof that I
would still exist, that I would find a way through.
My father-in-law would agree. I watch him from the corner of
my eye as we drive away from the little graveyard on the hill, the
graveyard that will contain both him and his wife one day. They
purchased four burial plots here years ago, and now they're confronted by their mortality every time they leave the cemetery; they
know one day they won't be driving away. One day the stone they
leave behind will bear record of the final resting place of Wendell,
Sarah, and David.
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David was their baby's name. He received it though officially
he didn't graduate into life. He died during the turbulent
innocence of birth. The difficult thought to confront is that
he was perfect. Absolutely ten-count-'em-ten toes perfect. Yet he
didn't make it. The cord wrapped around his neck while still
inside the birth canal. While modern medicine was furiously trying to save him, David stopped breathing, then was still. When
the forceps wrung him from the womb, there was no cry of joy
or rage or bewilderment, there was only silence. In the silence,
Sarah wept. They whisked the tiny body away from her, protecting her from the sight of her perfect baby, her perfect, dead baby.
Wendell, protected from the scene by the plaster and mortar of
the waiting room walls, was stoic when he was told. He was an
Idahoan, and stoic Idahoans, used to drought and long winters
of ice, deal with tragedy directly. Confront the problem, damn
the emotions, put forth your best solution, and continue on with
the blessing of life. So he arranged for the burial of his son.
The problem with arranging for a burial was that a mortician
had to be called and paid, and money wasn't something my
mother and father-in-law had a lot of then. Besides, there were
the hospital bills, which would be formidable. Yet the Idahoan
in my father-in-law prevailed, and the funeral was arranged. A
viewing was discouraged, for the tiny body of David had been
badly bruised . But he still needed to be dressed. It would have
been nearly an impossible task for my mother-in-law at the time.
She had experienced too many miscarriages in the early months
of pregnancy, and to have to confront the body of her full-term,
perfect baby boy would be too much to bear. My father-in-law
was willing, but strongly discouraged. Too difficult for him, they
said, too traumatic. So an angel in the form of the mortician's
wife stepped forward and volunteered to do the job. Soon David
was prepared, dressed, and tucked safely inside his tiny coffin.
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The family drove to the "final resting place" and gave David his
dues for making it at least this far in mortality, namely a funeral
and a headstone. Though he may not have been there to feel it,
they also offered love.
The "angel" who had volunteered to dress David for them also
charged them twenty-five dollars for the privilege. Twenty-five
dollars! To this young couple, in 1952 dollars, that was an
astronomical amount. If they had known the cost, they would
have arranged for a church or extended family member to complete the task. Perhaps the final insult of misguided capitalism
is in the realization that even compassion can be bought and paid
for. Though incensed, my in-laws scrimped and saved and got
the bills paid somehow. In Wendell's house, the bills always got
paid "somehow." Yet even after the financial matters had been
taken care of, something still gnawed at him . He should have
dressed David. It wasn't a matter of money, it wasn't a
matter of being "protected" from the sight of his deceased son;
it was a matter of a father's duty to his children. David was his
son, and he should have dressed him. As he viewed the events
with the clarity of hindsight, remorse crept in.
The cemetery is now far behind us, and as the car tires crunch
through the leaf-lined streets, I think I see a small tear forming
in the corner of the Idahoan's eye. Then he says it, straight out.
"If I could change anything in my life, I would have dressed
David." He need say no more, the glistening in his eye and the
slump of his body tell the rest. I want to lean forward from
the back seat and hug him, tell him I understand, that as a father
of children I offer him empathy and support. Instead, I wiggle
deeper into the Naugahyde-covered seat and stare out of the window, wondering how any of us ever survive our personal tragedies.
It is difficult for me to express my feelings to my father-in-law
because it brings me too close to a father-and-son relationship,
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something I am distinctly unfamiliar with. When I was eleven
years old , my mother called each of her sons into her bedroom.
I knew something big was up, for the bedroom conferences always
denoted great import. When my turn came, my mother took my
hands in hers and asked me what I would think about her and
my father divorcing. With all the wisdom that an eleven-yearold could muster, I told her that I didn't think it was a good idea.
She merely smiled sadly and told me it was so, that they were
to divorce. I wondered why; I had never seen my mother and
father fight. Violence wasn't something that was tolerated in our
home, a standard that was difficult to enforce with a family of
five active boys. Even though it seemed natural to me then-for
I had known of no other lifestyle - now I realize that for years
my father had not even been living with us.
After twenty-seven years of married life, Mom now faced the
future as a single parent. We had been living in Texas, but she
picked up and moved us to Utah, to be closer to family. Shortly
after our arrival, she found a job at the Attorney General's Office
and over the next fifteen or twenty years carved out a career for
herself in consumer protection. The only thing I carved out
during our early years in Utah was a hole for myself to hide in.
I didn't deal well with the divorce, and I didn't deal well with
the years of poverty we endured before my mother was promoted
from secretary to investigator. Perhaps the most disturbing point
to me was that I never knew why my parents divorced, why my
father wouldn't help us financially, why I suddenly found myself
in Utah in the midst of a church congregation that took the
wrong kind of pity on me because I came from a "broken home."
My brothers wouldn't talk about it, and all I could sense from
my mother was a deep sadness about my dad.
So it was disconcerting news when I discovered Dad was moving
to Utah to be closer to his boys . It was even more bewildering
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when I remembered that Dad had never spent time with us when
he was living with us. So why was he making the effort now? I
needn't have worried, for even though he did move to Utah, he
didn't spend much time with us. But he did spend five minutes
with me one afternoon.
He called while my mother was at work and wanted to come
over to see me. I readily agreed, and when he arrived I eagerly
opened the door only to notice that something was wrong. He
entered and promptly handed me twenty dollars to go skiing
with, a gift that a fourteen-year-old boy like myself was definitely
happy to receive, but that happiness was marred. My father was
drunk. After he left, I wondered how I was going to tell my
mother. What a shock it was going to be to her, especially being
raised in a religious setting where alcohol and the devil walked
hand in hand, the same philosophy she raised me with.
When she arrived home, I blurted out what had happened,
afraid of how this new knowledge might affect her. There was
no registering of shock, no incredible disbelief; there was only
the same sad smile she had when she told me of her divorce. She
then related that my father had been an alcoholic for nearly a
decade, and that was the reason for their divorce. It became clear;
now I knew why they were divorced, it all made sense. Bewilderment was replaced by appreciation of what my mother struggled
through and a renewed veneration for her. But still, I wanted to
tell her that she could have told me earlier, that she could have
confided in me. If she had, I think I might have been better able
to piece the puzzle together, that after I dealt with the pain, I
could then deal with my life.
Wendell's eyes are dry again as he pulls the car into the driveway. As we get out, I avoid looking at him. We have shared an
emotional moment during our drive, and for the rest of the day
we will have to deal with its consequences. We speak in matter
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of fact tones. We unload the car, and as he walks into the house,
for one brief moment, I imagine the years melting away from
his frame. He is a young father again, confronting the death of
his newborn son. He gingerly takes the tiny body into his arms
and lovingly places on the infant a gown that should have been
reserved for the joyous moment of bringing the baby home. His
tears flow freely as he places his son into a casket. It is more than
he can bear, this final act; yet in the tradition of his pioneer
heritage, he would have borne it well. It is life, it is hard, and
there is honor in bearing the pain. I imagine myself as an elevenyear-old, crying out in confused pain and frustration at my
parents' divorce, trying to confront the unbearable fact that
my father was an alcoholic. Yet I, too, came from pioneer stock,
and bear it I would have, if given the chance. Even though my
father-in-law and I are many years past these events, the rings
of our growth are still living within us, layered over by a lifetime,
but still an integral part of our daily existence. I wonder how
much wider might those rings have been if we were allowed the
luxury of not being protected, the luxury of facing life's griefs
head on. But it is difficult for me to find fault, for I know full
well that the protections tendered me during my years have been
offered only in love. I, too, offer such protections not only to my
children, but also to my mother as she ages, and the tenuous role
between child and parent starts to blur.
We are through unloading the car now. My father-in -law enters
the house. As I watch the door shutting solidly behind him,
the thought crosses my mind once again, this time mildly:
"Please, don't protect me."
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PORCUPINE DAYS
AND NICHTS
by D av id D . J e11se11

Porcupines sit in the high meadows
pulling down alfalfa blossoms,
turning into patches of dark
brush as the sun dies.
In starlight they climb
to the tallest tops
of trees and sleep late.
They dream nice dreams,
salty shovel-handle dreams.
They remember things
in a melting collage
of ice cream carton memories.
In the afternoon they stretch
and point their spines sunward.
They wash their faces
and smile
like someone in love.
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A LETTER
b y P a ul R aw li ns

I've eaten fresh brown bread and yellow cheese
For a late supper, sipped peppermint tea
While I studied frost etchings scratched against
The kitchen window, and toyed with writing you
A letter. Sue, I'm doing better now
With winter. I sleep late, and I've burned
Half a ton of coal to ash for warmth, while
Keeping watch on half-a-dozen scrub jays
And a flock of wayward finches you lured
To the house with thistle seed and peanuts
In the shell. And how are you in Maine?
I haven't got a stamp, so there's no telling
When I'll get there, and I haven't seen a
Mailman for days. But I'm writing now
To say I'm doing fine, and to ask you
How it is I haven't got a pair of socks
To match a suit you bought to bury me
In, just in case the worst, and how it is
I'm left dying barefoot and alone
In a summer cabin swallowed in the mouth
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Of Ogden Canyon, not so far away
That I can't hear the traffic from the valley
On a weekday, and you have taken shelter
And a sanctuary in the backwoods?
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BABYLOO
ACROSS MY
TWINKLINC
FLOOR
b y St eph e n ie S w indl e C lark

Redbank's porch faces my porch, and I have seen him tumblerumble the twenty-two steps that lead off of it. It was the summer
I learned to drive and I was like I always was, sitting in the yellow
chair with a hat and some water. It was sunshine and a radio on
upper dial stations. A radio that played all June, all July, all
August, blown in from somewhere. And for this radio, the sun,
my yellow chair and water, Redbank's spill passed easily. And I
helped him up. I shook him. I said, "Can you hear me? What do
I look like?" I said, "Your knees, your chin and this by your ribs what is it that goes on in your head?" And I took my back-pocket
comb and combed. I tied his shoes. I said, ''All this smells of dirt
clods being thrown against the sidewalk- to scare away animals
and small children-kerwangy!" Just like that. Redbank was eight.
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My father, John Joseph, when he was tired and mad, in bed
watching game shows, I bargained. 'John Joseph, what do you
want with that despicable green-thingy Volkswagen? You don't drive
it like I'd like to drive it," I said. "Give it and I'll clean your house.
I'll pick tomatoes - all summer, I tell you. And then you hand
over the keys with no backstabbing, no wishy-washy,JohnJoseph."
"Razor-backed, blood-gushing daggers," he said. "You do this
to me. But the keys I'll give you. You're a Virginia deal maker."
"Damn, damn, I'll make sure you can see it when you smile
in that kitchen floor, my twinkling floor."
So I swept. I mopped. I made Vienna sausages into French stew.
I sorted laundry. I made piles for boys' and mens'. Underwear I
kicked into the corner. And I pre-spotted. I folded, pressed,
steamed, groceried, fed the baby and kept him away from
the garbage cans. "Tasty, tasty," I would tell him when I took the
butter wrappers from his mouth. I set his Star Wars playpen in
the kitchen there by me. I would put him there and he would
murmur and be pleased at how he could adjust his legs, his
arms, spit at his toys.
The pretend bay windows in our kitchen went from floor to
ceiling. They showed our porch, our garden, our fence . And then,
Redbank's garden and Redbank's porch. For the first three weeks
of summer Redbank sat, like a sailor, in white underwear, and
watched me from his porch while I shook the kitchen rugs, swept
and hefted, stood with my hands across my waist; I would carry
things from room to room and stop to rest and think and look
at the baby with my hands at my waist. Before napping, the baby
would stand and whirl holding fiercely, so fiercely to the edge
of his pen.
John Joseph handed over the keys when he really did see his
face in the linoleum. "I got my driver's license," I told him . And
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he sucked air through the hole he had drilled in his thumbnail.
He looked at my twinkling floor. "Here's ten bucks," he said.
"Good one." And I got in my car and drove. I drove everywhere.
I went through high school and college and I said, "You want
a ride? Do you?" I was a good driver. And I am still. I drive like
fire. And today I say, "Yeah, I'll give you a ride," and I say, 'Tm
with child. Yes, I am." And I shake my body like hollandaise and
Jello. I smack my gut and say, "It's St. Santa right here in your
own living room. What do you want? What do you want?" And
then I laugh into my hands. I'm twenty-seven and it's November.
As you would expect, there's very little snow.
When I've closed the store and called my ever-vigilantdoctor-man Matheson, been to the cleaners and fed the cats,
I sit down to make a list. I have baby things in one column,
food in another. Sweet day, I love a good grocery trip. I have the
crib and the blankets. I have the big things. What I'll get is
the sterile soap and a soft brush for head scrubbing. Q-tips and
the pointy funnel thing to clear the nose for cold and flu season.
Diapers. Powder. I'll get it all. My breasts, like cotton candy, are
achy-achy.
I move my cart into the aisle flow and follow two women I
know. Cosmetics, dairy, baking, household items, meat. One is
RebaJules and the other Jerilyn Wokler, and they are silk. Silky,
silky, high-waisted control-tops. I reach down deep inside mepast my gullet- and glide with them as best I can.
Reba says to Jerilyn, 'Jerilyn, attractive pants make the woman."
''I'll say," says Jerilyn . "I had that woman make themJoe Silver's mother, I had her make them for me."
"Tailored," says Reba.
''I'll say," says Jerilyn.
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They skate and they roll-a figure eight without thinking.
And me, my stomach's on the tile. I'm loafing. I'm dilly-dallying.
But they go. They race forward, their heads touching, and I
watch them move. They stop at the cranberry juice and reach for
quarts. They move on to the peas. And they are thin. Reba is
thin. Jerilyn is thin. Their hair minds them. They met in college.
They walk Monday, Wednesday, and Friday in purple tights. I've
seen them.
I take my purse and throw it sliding to their feet. It hits Reba's
heel, spins ninety degrees, and I shuffle off to Buffalo.
"Sorry," I say and heave over. I put my bottom in their faces .
I get up and I'm breathing hard. My face is red. I'm puffing.
They breathe in like small mosquitoes.
I offer my hand, "Hello, Reba, Jerilyn. Won't you stop by my
anti-Indian and African store. We're changing our look. And,"
I circle my hand at my stomach, "Babyloo will want to get a look
at you each."
"Hello," they say.
"Hi, Susan, how are you?" says Jerilyn.
"Here I am," I say.
"Well we were just talking about you, talking about your
wonderful store. We love your store. We think it's a wonderful
store."
"Yes we do;' says Reba. "It is ."
"Stop by," I say. "We'll talk. There's a place in the mall that
delivers Mexican. We could eat. You could see my baby."
"Yes," says Jerilyn.
"Any day now?" says Reba.
'Tm going to keep a crib in the back. You'll be able to come
back and see. I'll have everything I need, back there as well as
at home. Two sets."
"Two sets," says Jerilyn.
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"We look forward to seeing you," says Reba.
"Goodbye," I say and they move away. They take their carts
and go, and I watch their hips. I watch and I wish for their wellshaped forearms, Reba's switchy trumpet skin, their good noses - I
think and think about the line of their noses.
0

I'm taking sacks from the trunk to the cement to the kitchen.
The cats are walking the counters like tigers. I put away the baby
and grocery things and the cats start dancing. "Ole," I say and
they fight. They love each other. They turn circles on the counter,
off the counter, down the stairs if I had any. They tip the garbage
can and drink from the faucets-very mincingly as though they
had just done their hair, gloves on their hands and a light colored dress.
I know that Redbank came off his porch a morning the baby
would not nap. He walked down the twenty-two steps, through
his garden, our garden, and sat across from me on the porch. I
had come out to see if the sun and the radio would make the
baby sleep. Redbank poked at his eye and I jiggled the baby. He
pinched his nose and he honked it. I kept with my jiggling.
He said, "Hi, baby." And he did not look at me. "Hi, baby," he
said and let the baby grip at his fingers and eat them. "This is
a cute baby," he said to my chair, my hat, my glass of water.
"Yes," I said.
"Yes," he said and got off his chair. He went back to his porch
and sat there and called, "Hi, baby. Hi," until the baby finally
slept and I rolled him up and went inside. The radio played till
dark.
To go to bed and be warm is to have one cat on my chest, the
other on my stomach. If the baby starts to jostle, the stomach
cat sits up. And it's the beacon of all truth. The covers swoosh
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down from his ears and head and he sits still - except his ears to feel the baby beneath his feet. His ears crane and stretch. We
all listen. We are all so tired.
November-it is cold again, suddenly now-21st, 1982. The
baby comes in one week. l put my letters to answer in my second
white desk drawer. When I open the drawer to find hidden
things and only find letters, I know it's time to write back. But
not today I can tell you. Peter called. He thought I had had the
baby. "Not yet," I told him. "Not nine months yet."
"You feeling okay?" he said.
'Tm feeling okay. You called-and it's nice."
"I am nice. Are you big?"
'Tm fat."
"How do you feel?"
'Tm tired. I'm bloated. My prenatal blush has lit the sofa on
fire. I lounge in flames. Surely blisters any time now."
"Whiney, whiney. I didn't think you'd have it, this live baby."
I blew into the phone.
And he listened.
I wrap a scarf around my head, a coat around my stomach.
Peter opens the door and I smell fish . He takes my coat and grips
his hands around my stomach. He makes a pumping iron face
and keeps gripping. "You could really whack someone with this.
Ever jostle in a crowd?"
"No, I only cut loose with cats. We turn out every last light
and dance it in the dark."
"Rock 'n' roll?" he says.
"Swing-time, big band," I say.
He turns and hangs my coat and scarf on a sculptured metal
tree. I flick the tree with a fingernail and listen to it ring.
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"Need help with your housekeeping?" I say. "I know all about
it."
"Dead wrong," he says. "I am completely hard-water-deposit
free. Bathroom and kitchen."
'Tm going to look," I say.
"And, Susan," he says, "What do you know about this baby?"
He walks into the kitchen to look into pots.
I sink into the couch and look at my knees. "What are we eating besides fish?" I yell.
Peter has dogs. They come in to see me, but I don't quite reach
their heads, caught as I am in the groovy couch. They walk over
and climb on a furry bean bag, standing and looking at me until
the bag sinks to their liking. The decor hasn't been changed since
August '73. Because it was me who painted the super graphics
on July 4th. Me who said everything felt like orange, brown,
and rust. Me who papered the east wall in a forest mural
( the imagination of water and rocks and trees and humming
things) and chose the toe-snuggling wool rug toss. We wished
only for the possibility of an E PA approved wood-burning stove.
Peter clinkaty-clink-clinks in the kitchen and I say, "Here
poochie poochie." I pat my legs. "Here-come here and see me."
It was that early afternoon time of day that Redbank fell down
the stairs and I try to tell Peter. "He was gleaming in his
underwear," I yell into the kitchen. "He was waving. He said,
'Where have you got that baby?' " And then he went; he
spilled, tumbled, split right open and greeted each step with a
forced, broken breathlessness. Oohwee, I was scared.
Peter comes in with TV trays. He comes in with the food and
the dogs start bouncing and grinning. "Skipper, Mack-sit," he
tells them. And they sit. They have tight little chests and proud
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little heads. Peter says, "How 'bout those 49ers?" And we both
sit right up and eat.

After the fish, after the brussel sprouts and bread, there is
four-layered gelatin parfait with fruit cocktail accents.
"You know, Redbank wasn't really even hurt," I say.
"Is that a fact?" he says.
"You know, my dog . . ." I say.
"I don't remember a dog," he says.
"That little thing loved me. I used to take him up the canyon
and walk."
"If you take these dogs and walk-if you scratch Skipper and
scratch Mack-they'll follow you hell-near anywhere," he says.
"I took mine up mostly in fall. The sun was still warm. I wore
shorts and a tank and the car keys around my neck."
"The dog died, huh?"
"No, he drowned," I say.
"Drowned?" he says. "I never take my dogs near water;' he says.
"There was water all over the canyon . He loved it. I didn't
worry. He came back with a wet chest and jumped for the radio
antenna. I had a green flag on it."
"Yeah," he says. "Well," he says. He scrubs Mack and Skipper
down the back and over the stomach, spanks their bottoms. He
takes our TV trays and plates all at once. A magician. He turns
the music on.
I get my coat myself.
"What a time we've had today;' he says. "Come again and
again."
"I think so;' I say. 'TH come and walk your dogs. I'll come with
Babyloo in a backpack and we'll go up the canyon and find
water- a pool with a pleasant clearness."
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"Pollution," he says.
"Pleasant clearness," I say. I say, "The dogs will strut up and
down its banks for the pleasure of seeing their fine muscles swivel
and wrap each bone. They are fine dogs and for all their time
spent admiring the lines of their back and stomach I will have
fallen asleep nursing Babyloo. I will wake up to a splash-one
dog ankle-deep and the other giving me a hello from the bank.
And before I know where or what, their heels will fly up and
they will whir to bottom, stirring up this and that, and the pool
will no longer be clear with the stroked back of the bristly pooch
and the caressed whitish pooch stuck so very well to the bottom."
Peter has me by the wrists, palms up. He's cocking his head.
But he's listening.
"But," I say, "it is only that I will bring them back with wet
chests. I would throw Babyloo in and they would swim back up
from the bottom and drag the baby by the knees and ankles
carefully to shore. They would come to me for praise and I would
give it."
Peter drops my wrists. He pushes me. He opens the door and
walks outside.
The baby will come, I know. Late maybe, but it really will. It'll
come and I'll know insides are ripping, are falling apart. I'll think:
I'm bleeding and count each knocking fist. This baby will want
my life for sure thing. It will want my days and my nights, my
bedsheets, my shoes and my socks. And I'll give them. It can have
them. I'll give them. I am falling down stairs. My cats flip through
a quiet apartment. We are all so tired.
I wash the baby's head with the sterile soap and soft brush.
No more cradle crap. I touch Q-tips to its ears and nose. I sack
it in a sleeper and cover it with a striped blanket. It sleeps just
fine. The cats jump and perch on either edge of the crib. They
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hang their bodies low. They wave their paws. They hold still and
they fix their eyes on what I have made. I pick up my cats by the
scruff of their necks.
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CONFIRMATION
b y Marni Asplund Campbell

Some time
I'll show you a picture
of your concrete arrival
in a small glass tube,
authoritative, lab-like,
filled and mixed
with litmus blue, or
acid pinksome chemical code
that I must crack to see
if you exist.
I turn to set the dock,
wait for your message,
and you reply too quickly:
I am here,
in cloudy color.
I falter, and slowly sit
on our cold floor,
call your father,
"dear God," I say, and we sit
holding hands,
watching the liquid miracle.
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CEMETERY DAY
b y Paul Ra w lin s

We're late getting up to the cemetery this year. Usually we're up
early in the morning, Grandma and my aunts bustling around
the kitchen between arranging flowers and getting dressed while
the rest of us finish breakfast. This year it's two o'clock before we
even start up town where my Grandpa Rawlins is buried in the
Lewiston City Cemetery.
I was only two when he died, so I never knew him. He knew
me, I suppose. I've seen his picture. But I know his grave. I've
visited it probably every year since he died- I know I've been there
in May every year I can remember. Memorial Day in Lewiston is a
funny thing. I see relations I don't see any other time of the year,
and the whole town makes it out to the cemetery. My grandma's
there, and she used to talk for hours when I was little, when hours
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were longer. My dad sees old school buddies. He tells them no,
he's not in the tire business anymore, says this is his wife LaJune,
this is his boy-Mike, Paul, Robert, whoever's around . And we
go grave to grave, trying to make sense of who is related to whom
and how. Only my grandma knows it all. She could probably tell
you something about almost everybody in the cemetery, or at least
their families. I believe small towns are like that, kind of closeknit, nosy in a concerned, family way. I don't know-I'm not from
a small town - but that's what I believe.
And I hear stories about the people I came from. I know
I'll wish I remembered the stories some day. They're supposed
to be a part of me somehow-somehow, whether I know them
or not.
The cemetery sits on a bluff sort of overlooking a river, surrounded by a partial ring of trees. I suppose they used to run
round full circle. Now there's a gap-maybe for the living to come
and go. We come in on the west side, and we drive a loop all
the way around to the east side to start over at my grandpa's grave.
His isn't far from the edge of the bluff and the river. You can
see the old sugar factory across the road. My dad used to work
there. My grandpa probably did, too. He worked a little bit of
everywhere.
We don't have peonies from home this year. We always used
to have peonies. We still bring roses from our yard, though. And
there's columbine, in a glass jar, from out front of my grandma's
house. My aunts have a nice store-bought arrangement and a
wreath in fall colors that work well. Somebody from out of town
has left lilacs. The wind's blowing, so we anchor everything down
with little shepherd's crooks bent from hanger wire. They're
always too long or too short, and the ground's always hard . But
we finish, and everything stays up.
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I have the camera this year, so I take the picture. My aunt's
pulled handfuls of grass from around the headstone, and she's
going to dump them over the fence. My other aunt's saying
something about the guy who mows the lawn.
Then we start the loop. The cemetery's full of Talbots, Ponds,
Van Ordens, Leavitts, Lewises, with a good handful of Rawlinses,
too. The Rawlinses go back to Harvey M. His grave makes the
far end of the loop; he's to the north, kind of in the center.
The faded white stones mark children's graves. I pass a row of
them along the east side for children who died in Decembers and
Januaries. I think the winters in the valley were hard on children;
I have a tendency towards the dramatic. Dad says a Rawlins would
have been the first newborn in Lewiston, but it was too cold, and
the parents wintered in a warmer house in Richmond. The children
in these graves weren't even newborns. The older two were nine
and eleven; the younger two were three and five.
My aunt points out the grave of one of my uncle's best friends.
She tells me someone in the family had a fit about his grave being
so close to his mother's. And he was a tall boy, she says, and
he should have a flag. He was killed in Vietnam, stepped on
a Claymore mine. It was one of those things -the point man got
through.
A couple of kids horsing around get a talking to.
"Do you know what reverence is?" Their dad is being strict.
"This is sacred ground."
No chasing and stepping on headstones. No being disrespectful.
I used to worry about stepping on the dead. I could never keep
straight which way the graves ran. And I used to feel sorry for
undecorated graves and put a spare flower here and there. My
mother, my grandmother, they still right tipped bouquets.
My aunts take care of the family headstones, clean off the bird
droppings, trim the grass, raise them when they start sinking.
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The dad asks the kids if they understand. They look sheepish.
They'll nod their heads, but it's an adult thing, death and
memorial. Cemeteries are just scary places to be alone or at night
to kids, like the one in my hometown where the statue looks at
you if you walk around it three times at midnight. There's nobody
here for them yet.
We stop by the grave of mom's dance teacher. This is new to
me. Barbara Monroe. A beautiful lady. Handsome husband. She
died in 1968, the year my youngest brother was born. I've seen
a picture of my mother sitting in front of the old house on
Liberty Avenue with her ball gown spread around her on the lawn
like a pond. Barbara Monroe wasn't teaching in Lewiston when
my mother took dance. My mother isn't from northern Utah, but
everybody knows somebody from Cache Valley. I could go to the
end of the earth, I think sometimes, and mention that my dad is
from Cache Valley, Utah, and someone would say, "My grandfather
was from Smithfield" or "My wife's folks are in Cache Valley."
Maybe that's what dad means when he calls it God's country.
It's some kind of Eden, some source. Dad insists on being buried
here. He comes as close to looking forward to it as you can without
being morbid. He talks about being buried under a tree for shade,
maybe one down by the stream along the south side of the
graveyard. My mother says he'll have to be buried with his heavy
cotton sheets, or he'll be complaining about the cold . Maybe
a reading lamp. He says he'll come back to haunt us if we bury
him anywhere but up here, especially if we leave him in the city
cemetery down in Ogden. Too much traffic, too noisy.
Most of the direct family is over to the west. Harvey MacGalyard
Rawlins was the first of the family to come out West. He's here.
And Jasper Alphonzo and Cora Mae Burbank, dad's grandparents.
My great uncle still lives in their place up town. There is a string
of small cement squares here, too. They're numbered, and they
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sink and get lost in the grass along the roadside most of the year.
They mark babies' graves, babies my great uncles lost. They don't
even have headstones, but every year my aunts hunt up the graves.
They tug back the overgrown grass and talk about whose child
each was and how they died.
Ruth is here, too. Ruth's grave always got a little metal basket
of flowers, but the silver was starting to show through under the
paint, and this year my aunts have a new arrangement. They never
miss her grave, and I wonder if anybody here even saw her, except
maybe my grandma. Ruth was my grandpa's baby sister. She died
on Armistice Day, "while the rest of the world was celebrating,"
my grandma tells me.
My aunt says that once my grandpa let my uncle shoot a cow
they were going to slaughter. My uncle asked about the convulsions
the animal went through as it died, and grandpa said that death
was just like that. My uncle was being smart-alecky and said,
"How do you know?" Grandpa said, "I watched my baby sister
die." That's all he ever said to anybody. He always said he couldn't
remember, when people asked.
I know that Ruth died of influenza. Ruth's mother, Cora Mae,
grieved until her own mother came back from the other side and
told her to stop, that she had Ruth and that the baby would be
fine until Cora Mae got there. The day seems right for telling
these stories, and my grandma and aunts tell me more. Ariel
talking with Horace after he went, Lynn having visits from his
mother and father, my uncle and my own grandfather - I think
it must run in the family, this closeness to the other side.
Here and now, these aren't ghost stories; they aren't tabloid stuff.
They belong because the family is here. We think about those on
the other side, they worry about us over this way, we all talk. But
I tell my dad he can write me a letter if he has anything urgent to
say after he's gone. I don't want him tapping me on the shoulder.
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We walk back to the car, gathering up stray members of the
family, finishing the loop. "I know more people here than I know
alive," my aunt says. I guess time will do that to you.
All this from the cemetery will come back later this afternoon
when I'm standing on an old spreader in a corner of the field .
I've seen the spreader from the road on the other side of the ditch
every time I've walked by, but I haven't been out on it for years.
It's a long box on wheels with a lip sticking out along the top
edge, and the wood is white like bone and cracked like dry clay.
The lever on the right-hand side is frozen tight with rust. You
can squeeze the handle, but the cogs won't move. I won't stand
on the wood for fear of its giving way. The tires aren't fl.at. I'll
find that hard to believe. And I'll wish I knew my grandfather.
I heard once that my grandfather was a good wrestler. His
brothers used to gang up on him, and they still couldn't take him
down. I don't know if he ever wrestled like I did in high school
or if it was just roughhousing, but I wish he had been around
to give me any pointers he might have had. I wasn't a good
wrestler. He might have had a trick or two. Who knows.
I know from talk that my grandpa was a short man, with arms
half again as big as my dad's-and his arms must be two or three
times the size of mine. I'm long and narrow chested. I'm not even
wiry. I'm not the kind that works twenty-four hours a day like
dad says my grandpa did. I'm not a farmer. I think there's some
morality tied up in the country and farmland , and I don't complain about the smell of silage, but I was born and raised in the
city. I had a paper route instead of a milk route, and the ditches
I dug were for sprinkling systems in residential lawns.
But I'll think this afternoon that there comes a time when you
need to come to know the dead. To know what of being a Rawlins
is or isn't tied up in my father and my grandfather and another
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father on back past James Mason, who changed his name (we
think) during the Revolutionary War. I owe them things. If it's only
growing up in Utah and in my faith and with my name and lifestyle. Or I might even look something like somebody back there.
And I'll want to lay a claim on these people. I respect the
grandpa I didn't know because he could work my dad into the
ground. I can't, but I'm thinking I must come from solid stock.
I come from small farmers on both sides of the family, and
they're the only ties to land and soil I have left. And I come
from pioneers who trekked a thousand miles into the American
wilderness for their religion. And I hope we had a horse thief
back there somewhere along with our seventeenth-century governor.
I don't care much whether royal blood is in my veins, but these
days, a bit of something passed down from a freebooter probably
couldn't hurt. And I like the glamor.
My great-grandfather, Jasper Alphonzo Rawlins, had a solid
reputation in the valley from what I've heard . A couple of his sons
needed to get their car pulled out of the mud one night, and the
farmer they asked for help held back until he found out they were
Alf Rawlins's boys. Then he got his horses, hauled the car out,
and told them to make sure to mention to their father who had
helped them. I belong to Alf Rawlins somehow, too. And to Owen,
my grandfather, and to LaVere, my dad. And they belong to me.
Out there on the spreader, something in me will be glad for all
this, and something in me will want to know just what it means .
I'll walk through the field as the sun goes down behind the
mountains on the far side of the valley. I've heard jokes about the
family waiting for Jasper Alphonzo's and Cora Mae's good looks to
surface again one 'of these generations. Maybe in some of my kids.
Maybe I'll have a boy named Alf someday. And we'll come up
to Lewiston in May and decorate the graves, make the loop.
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FOR FLA.MMERY
O'C OM MOR
b y Jill H e mmin g

My grandma always said
her favorite glasses
were thick cat-eye shapes
with fake cut diamonds.
The kind you wear in the portrait ·
at the back of your book.
Your buck teeth waggle
like they'll poke to 3-D
as I shut this cover
on your crazy hair that puffs
too silly. You don't look
like you ever went to a formal
and I bet the boys
laughed at your back
when you walked
but oh, I think I like you
despite six feet of dark earth.
You're still pushing stones,
trying to topple
the hard monuments
men cement to your feet.
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WINTER
b y Co d y Win c h es t er

One December, a horse
fell through ice and
couldn't reach bottom in
dark winter water.
After that, we didn't glide
on slippery paths anymore.
When ice turned to slush,
we stood silent and
watched chains around
the bloodstained skull
grow taut and black tires dig.
The dogs and birds ate away
any flesh above the ice
and after the first thaw,
a tractor pulled out the rest.
Around the warm stove, we
tried not to think about
being dead in inky black water
for three months.
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CATFISH
b y Al ex Faletti

We stop at the 32nd Street Market, "Third World Market." It's
after midnight, and I look over my shoulder as I leave the car.
Sue wants to read, so she stays behind .
'TH be right out," I say, and I lock the door.

I dodge a half dozen kids carrying groceries for a buck, wonder
why they're out this late, and pull myself through the rails that
keep carts inside the store. I walk in the out door. Through the
glass, I see a man, and he's mad that I come in the wrong way,
madder than I figure he ought to be.
I step to the side. The electric doors open and I follow them
inside. I'm almost inside, and the man insults me from across
the barrier separating the in door from the out door. It's like
he's spitting words at me, but they're not really words, just
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sounds, and I hear what he says, but I don't listen. Nobody pays
attention to him.
I nod at the security guard and push through the one-way
stiles. A crowd blocks my way through the housewares, so I take
the meat department. The smell of blood and fish halt my
breath. A pig's head stares up at me from behind a glass case,
and I enter a gap in the crowd.
A glass tub filled with catfish faces the aisle. A mass of mucus
and bloody ice, the fish press against the glass. Imagine frying
up an unskinned catfish. It's like I test myself, force myself to
gag, but I don't.
I get to the milk. I want a clean gallon, one without dirt on
it. I find a good one, but the date's bad, so I settle for lowfat.
Still fresh, looks good. I leave the meats, look for the caja rapida,
the fast lane. I wait ten minutes to pass the cashier and decide
rapida doesn't mean "fast" in English.
The grocery bag digs into my fingers and I work my way to
the exit. The guard stands to the left, in the same spot. I nodwhatever I suppose he expects- and wait for the electric door.
Outside, the kids talk back and forth. When they see me, they
smile, reach for my bag with one hand, grab my arm with the
other. I walk through them to my car.
Sue stops reading. She's looking over the backseat, out the
window. I try to knock, but the bags are too heavy. My arm burns
from the weight. Sue jumps back, surprised at someone being
so close. She looks around and opens the door. I hand her the
milk and start to sit down, when a man walks up from the curb .
He talks about poverty and children and about having no money.
I want to get in the car and ignore him, but he has me in a bad
way. I'm saying something sweet to Sue, something like, "I love
you," or "Hey, hey, how 'bout some mac and cheese," with a smile
and a corny look, something from that part of me that loves her.
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And then I see this guy and I remember it's late, and I put the
bags on the seat and hope to start the car, but he beats me.
He says he's from the South, moved to California for a new
start, says Job Service found him a job and tonight's his first
night. He works at the Coliseum and wears a blue and gold
"Event Staff" jacket. The story makes sense: a U2 concert, at the
Coliseum, ended an hour before. He tells me, "I'm not gonna
tell you a lie. I just want to work and make some money for my
family. I ain't a bum, but I won't get paid for a couple of weeks.
I need food for my kids."
"I don't have any money;' I tell him and get into the car. I
expect him to get mad, maybe get a bit pushy like some bums
do, but he doesn't. The man's face changes from a plead to the
most pitiful look I've ever seen.
I want to give him some money, but I'm broke. The milk I
bought is for macaroni and cheese, and I don't even like it. So
I look at him for the first time and reason with him.
"Do you know how many times I get hit up for money in this
parking lot in a week? How do I know you really need money,
and that you'll use it for your family? And, besides, I really don't
have any money. All I have is a checkbook."
''All I need is some food. You can buy that with a check," he
says. He's right.
I look at Sue. She shrugs and gives me an 1-don't-know-aboutthis-but-be-careful look. I turn back to the man and tell him,
"Okay."
''I'll be right out. Keep the doors locked," I say.
We walk back. The security guard gives me a long look, makes
me wonder what I'm doing with this man. I figure walking into
"the 32" with a black man's no big deal if he's another student.
But this man's no student, and I walk with him, and it's odd,
and we're together.
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We take the same path I followed earlier. The crowd's not as
thick as before, so we have more room to move. The man pushes
a cart ahead of us . I figure we'll head for the milk, buy some
mac's and cheese and be out of here. But he stops in the meat
department. He eyes a bottom round steak, the cheapest cut.
"Can I get this? It would be good . We haven't had nothing
but pancakes for three days," he says.
"Yes . . . that's fine . Go ahead," I say, and I hesitate.
"You sure?" he says . I nod and poke a tenderloin with my
finger. I push in the plastic and leave a dent. He throws the steak
into the cart and moves up a few paces.
He stops in front of the catfish. I give him a wave of approval,
and he tells the butcher two pounds. The butcher reaches under
the window and drags out three fish. He weighs them and wraps
them in white paper. "Thank you! Thank you!" he tells the
butcher and drops the fish in the cart .
We move aisle for aisle through the store until we run out of
aisles. I want to get this over with. Every time the man wants
something, he asks me if it's okay. I say yes, but I grudge every
purchase. Does a beggar get three Hershey's bars? Applesauce?
Bread and milk. Bread and milk are beggar food . The cart's half
full.
"Come on , let's go. You've got enough to last you a week," I
say. He stops and looks around like he's lost something, but then
pushes the cart to the cashier. We make it through the line
quickly and head for the parking lot.
He holds four bags in one hand, three in the other, and
he's staying on 54th Street, South Los Angeles. A bag tears.
The milk bounces. I look at Sue, and she shakes her head .
She says "No," and I want to say "no;' but the milk has rolled
close to my feet. It's a foot from me and it's got dire on it and
I don't pick it up.
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I drive him, but I don't like the idea. Already, my plan to buy
him a gallon of milk and some noodles has cost me thirty-two
dollars, and now I'm putting him in my car with my fiancee and
driving to 54th _Street at 1:30 a.m.
We load the groceries in the backseat, along with our friend,
and head for Watts. I don't feel good. My thoughts are bad. I
expect him to reach over the seat at any moment, kill me, take
the car, rape Sue, and go home to a steak dinner.
"I think I'm going to leave you at the bus stop," I say.
"It's a couple of minutes," he says.
"If it was just me, I'd do it, but I've got my girl here. It's kind
of foolish," I tell him .
"It'll only take ten minutes," he says over the seat.
"No. I'm letting you off. I mean, come on, you'd have to walk
home anyway."
I turn south on Broadway and find a bus stop. We put the
bags on the curb, and I shake his hand. He asks me for bus fare.
I give it from the money I didn't have. He waves goodbye, as I
walk back to the car, and then he starts to thank me.
"God bless you! Jesus bless you!" he says from the curb, and
he keeps saying it, "God bless you! God bless you!" he says.
I sit next to Sue and drive towards school. I feel like crying but
don't, which only makes me feel sick. My face tightens and one
side twitches. I blink, and I can't stop it. I feel like a fool for
leaving him.
I say nothing to Sue. I drop her home. Then I drive to my house.
I drive slowly. I see every bus stop. I notice every person. I feel
sicker every minute, and I think about him frying those catfish
for his family, telling the kids a joke, telling them about the poor
man at the market.

IO I

HOUSE OF MILK
A.MD HOMEY
b y D a ni e l H ar p e r

While I took a shower
you snuck through my door
placed on my kitchen table
a one pint bottle
from the "House of Milk
and Honey" that held
three daffodils, dressed
in the richest yellow
that filled my apartment
with a gentle perfume.
Wealthier than old Solomon
with all of his gardens
I forgot my worries
of overdue books
and made an omelette
with green peppers
and sharp cheddar cheese.

IO 3

HOUSE IM THE MARSH
by Eri c Whit esi d e

Fisherman don't have to live in it.
Just long enough to get
out of the rain.
No matter how broken down,
a house is better than the marsh.
The sun might set from left to right several times
before they reach the living room, but
there's a roof. It leaks a little,
but it's mostly dry inside.
There's a deck of cards someone left
in the parlor.
And if they meet and pass themselves,
they can just keep looking ahead,
never turning around,
at least it's dry inside.
But if the river floods,
then they better get out quick.
If the peacocks and the herons get quiet,
then they better get their things;
they better get out quick,
through the back doorway,
heading away from the river.
If they don't sleep going home,
they better wonder
who saw what storm
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from the other door. What hands
pounding the door,
wringing every rotten plank into
an unbreakable backbone of stars.
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